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3 Vorgemerkte Orte 

Galería de Arte Nacional (GAN) 

"Venezuelan Art of Colonial Times"

This museum was opened in 1976, and is devoted to the preservation and

exhibition of works by Venezuelan artists from Colonial times to present

day. The Permanent Collection includes relevant names from the 19th

Century like Arturo Michelena, Cristobal Rojas, Martin Tovar y Tovar and

Tito Salas; among later artists are Francisco Narvaez and Hector Poleo,

plus a vast selection of works by Armando Reveron. Present Venezuelan

art is represented by Alejandro Otero, Francisco Hung, Carlos Cruz-Diez,

Jacobo Borges, Regulo Perez, Meyer Vaisman and other great creators.

The museum also presents temporary exhibitions coming from public or

private collections.

 +58 212 578 1818  dirgeneralgan@museosnacionales.g

ob.ve

 Plaza de los Museos, Urbanización Los

Caobos, Caracas

Centro de Cultura Corp Banca 

"More Than An Art Gallery"

This institution surpasses the definition of art gallery because it is (as

denoted by its name) a nucleus of cultural activity, and one that many

Caracans still identify with its original sponsor, Banco Consolidado. When

the financial institution (Banco Consolidado) changed ownership, it also

changed its name, so this cultural center adopted the new name as well,

Corp Banca. The activities include not only exhibitions, but also guided

tours, audiovisual projections and meetings with national and foreign art

critics. Admission is free.

 +58 212 206 2973  centroculturalbod.com/  contacto@corpbancacentr

ocultural.com

 Avenida Principal, Plaza La

Castellana, Torre Corp Banca,

La Castellana, Caracas

Galería Dimaca 

"Multiple Materials And Formats"

This gallery was a natural development from the well-known picture

framing shop of the same name. It covers an ample spectrum of

contemporary artists and types of materials used in artistic expression.

Renowned names like Mateo Manaure, Oswaldo Vigas, Manuel Cabré,

Jesus Soto and Carlos Cruz Díez are present. The works exhibited include

such varied formats as drawings, collages, sculptures, engravings,

lithographs, mixographs and serigraphs, as well as materials like iron,

marble, bronze, acrylic, paper or wood normally form part of the

exhibitions. Admission is free.

 +58 212 285 1863  www.dimaca.com.ve  info@dimaca.com.ve  Avenida Andrés Bello con

Segunda Transversal, Los

Palos Grandes, Caracas
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